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FADE IN:

INT. BARN - DAY

In an old barn where snippets of light crawls through cracks

in the walls, lies a wooden box.

On this box we see a reward poster offering 500$ for the

capture, dead or alive, of BILLY MILLER for the murder of

the sheriff of Bishop Creek, on the poster we can see the

awful mug of the bandit.

Then, a thick canvas containing an assortment of tools is

unrolled on the poster, the HUNTRESS pulls out a thick

crowbar that she use to open a wooden crate.

Once the crate is open, we can see that it is divided into

12 compartments, the Huntress pulls out a bottle from one of

them then roll it in her hand.

The bottle contains a thick, viscous green liquid, the

huntress then pulls out a second bottle, this one contains a

blue liquid of the same aspect and viscosity.

Then she pulls out a wrench from the canvas, weight it, then

uses it to unscrew two metal nuts on top of what looks like

an engine block.

She puts the wrench down, then, without a fuss, empty the

contents of the two bottles into the newly opened holes,

taking care of not wasting a drop of the viscous liquid,

then she puts the nuts back on.

She then choose a different wrench, much larger then the

first one, then she unscrews a third, larger nut sitting

between the first two.

She then puts on two large soldering gloves, then, using the

same wrench, she unscrew a large metal plug from a concrete

container, once the plug is off, she puts the wrench on the

crate.

She then grabs a large and heavy set of pliers that she uses

to pull a hot red incandescent rod from the concrete

container which she then drop in the opening of the engine

block, then she closes the opening tightly.

Next, she puts on heavy steampunk brass goggles, a dust

mask, and at the time she puts it on, a pressure meter

whistles, then we see the needle of the meter oscillating

near the red zone.
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Then the Huntress mounts what looks like a motorcycle

saddle, she grabs a set of handles, clench a clutch with her

foot, all leads us to believe that she is mounting a

motorcycle at that point.

EXT. BARN - DAY

The barn door is ajar, we can hear the sound of a steam

engine under pressure, then, in a splash of light, a

gigantic steampunk monocycle burst out of the barn in slow

motion with the Huntress mounting it, it finally lands on

the pavement and scoot across street and disappear at its

end.

EXT. DESERT - DAY

The monocyle runs at high speed in the desert, a long rifle

is tossed around in its holster, the brass and chrome plates

shines under the sun while the Huntress is focused on the

road.

EXT. SALOON - DAY

The monocycle stops in front of a saloon in a small unnamed

town, the Huntress has a look at the saloon then gets off

the monocycle, as she gets closer to the main entrance, we

can hear music coming from the inside of the salon.

INT. SALOON - DAY

Inside the saloon there are a few peoples sitting at a table

playing cards, Billy is leaning against the bar speaking to

a lightly dressed young woman while a robot-waiter is busy

behind the bar

The woman looks in the direction of the door, takes a

surprised expression and gently moves away from Billy, Billy

looks at her, intrigued, then...

HUNTRESS

(off screen)

Billy Miller, you are under arrest

for the murder of the sheriff of

Bishop Creek, put your hands in the

air and slowly turn around!

Billy stays calm, turns around, the Huntress faces him, eyes

closed and waving the reward poster for Billy in front of

her, after a moment of tension, Billy starts laughing,

followed by the card players.

(CONTINUED)
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The Huntress stay silent, waits a moment, the open her eyes,

her left eyes has the reddish glow of cybernetic implants

common to cyborgs.

Billy stops laughing, he grabs his pistol like he never has

before, but in vain, a burst of energy hits him right in the

chest, he falls at the base of the bar even before he could

draw, he stays there, very still.

The Huntress is also very still in front of the bar, her

long rifle at her shoulder with chemical fumes coming out of

the barrel, then, over her shoulder she asks...

HUNTRESS

Anyone else wants to laugh?

The saloon is dead silent and everyone has an amazed look

when the Huntress grabs her pray by the collar and pulls the

huge man out of the saloon as if nothing.

INT. SHERIFF OFFICE - DAY

In the small office a clerk is busy counting money on the

counter, he says...

CLERK

Another job well done, but I must

say that I would not have shed a

tear if you had brought this one in

a box, it would have saved us the

trouble of hanging him!

HUNTRESS

You very well know that I never

kill.

The Huntress is having a look at the office board, she sees

a job offer as sheriff for the city of Bishop Creek, so she

ask...

HUNTRESS

How come that the job of sheriff

for Bishop Creek hasn’t been taken

yet?

CLERK

This town has seen 3 sheriff in a

little less then 12 months, and it

ended badly for each of them, which

is a pity really, as this is a

quaint little town, but without

anyone to keep the law and order,

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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CLERK (cont’d)
it became a lawless town run by

bandits, and its peoples live a

life of griefs and sorrows at the

hand of these rascals!

HUNTRESS

Well, it is a pity, but what I need

at the moment is a new bounty, have

you got anything good for me?

CLERK

(with a grin)

Apart from a job of sheriff, not

much really, you cleaned up the

whole pile!

HUNTRESS

No thanks, not my cup of tea, I

will come back later then.

As the Huntress goes for the door, the clerk opens one of

his drawers and says...

CLERC

Just wait a second, I just might

have something for you, its not an

ordinary case, but it might

interest you.

The clerk hands out the Huntress a reward poster offering 10

000 dollars for the capture of a certain James Walker for

mass murders.

The Huntress has a violent reaction at the sight of the

poster.

CLERC

(off screen)

Apparently this fellow is a mad

scientist who killed everyone in a

small city.

The Huntress, who is visibly in chock, waves the poster at

the clerk, almost menacing him.

HUNTRESS

Where can I find this man, tell me!

CLERC

I have no frigging idea to be

completely honest, all I know is

what the judge told me, that is

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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CLERC (cont’d)
that many hunters like you went

after him, but none of them has

come back, he even told me that the

government is thinking about

sending a cavalry detachment to

shed some light on the matter,

other then that, I know nothing, on

my honor!

HUNTRESS

(calming down)

No matter, I know someone who can

inform me about this, thanks

anyway.

The clerk regain his composure, then grabs the poster from

the Huntress’s hand, then says...

CLERK

Come to think of it, this is a bad

idea, if you go after him you’ll

end up dead, like all the others, I

mean, you are good, but these guys

who disappeared, they are the best,

and look where it got them, if you

go after him, you wont come back,

its as clear as day.

The Huntress grabs the poster back, leaving the clerk

speechless, then she goes to the door.

CLERK

Don’t do this, you won’t come back,

this is suicide, we need you here,

you have so much to live for!

To this, the Huntress shut the door, leaving the clerk with

a dismayed look on his face.

INT. CARLSON CITY, NEVADA, ORTHOPEDIC CLINIC - DAY

An Afro American man named JOSEPH is working on a steampunk

prosthetic, he is adjusting a joint when the door bell

rings.

JOSEPH

(not looking)

I already told you, I got nothing

more to say, so just leave me alone

will you!

(CONTINUED)
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HUNTRESS

Hello Joseph.

Joseph slightly lift up his head, but he does not look at

her.

JOSEPH

I knew you would come, eventually,

you could have given some news

before today.

HUNTRESS

I know, but I was really busy.

JOSEPH

(still not looking at her)

Busy killing peoples I imagine,

doing your dirty work.

The Huntress puts the poster on the desk, Joseph looks up

and looks at the piece of paper.

HUNTRESS

Joseph, is that the truth what I

was told about him, did he really

massacred the inhabitants of an

entire town?

Joseph gets up, now we can see his left arm, which is a

steampunk robotic prosthetic, he picks up the poster and

look at it.

JOSEPH

That’s what the peoples from the

government told me, they come here

almost every day.

HUNTRESS

(emotional)

Why Joseph, why?

JOSEPH

(with a sight)

Two years ago he was diagnosed with

a terminal cancer, it was an

enormous shock for him, you know

the old man, then he became

completely obsessed with the idea

of finding a cure for himself, then

one day he completely flipped and

left, it has been a little more

then a year now, never heard of him

since, well, not until these

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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JOSEPH (cont’d)

government agents showed up with

this.

HUNTRESS

I am so sorry Joseph, I had no idea

about what was going on!

JOSEPH

Not surprising, apparently you

we’re too busy to think about us!

HUNTRESS

Where can I find him Joseph?

JOSEPH

Why, so you can kill him too, like

you do to those poor bastards you

hunt every day?

HUNTRESS

(distraught)

Of course not, all I want is to

help him, bring him home, nothing

more, how can you things like that?

JOSEPH

(with a sigh)

I am sorry, but I am the one who

had to live with this for the last

few months!

Joseph seems to think really hard, then says...

JOSEPH

The agents told me that he was in

Tecopa in the Mojave desert, on the

other side of the Valley of Death,

that’s all I know.

HUNTRESS

Thank you Joseph.

JOSEPH

Must you really hunt him down?

HUNTRESS

I have to, or more peoples might

get hurt

JOSEPH

Then I must warn you that MICHAEL

went with him in the desert, I

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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JOSEPH (cont’d)

would be much more worry about him

then the old man if I were you.

HUNTRESS

Michael is with him, are you sure?

JOSEPH

Yes, and he is taking it even

harder then the old man, you know

how he is when the old man is

involved.

Joseph thinks for a bit, then says...

JOSEPH

Just give me a second.

Joseph goes in the back room then comes back with a device,

about two feet long, he hands it to the Huntress.

JOSEPH

This is an emitter that generates

small electromagnetic bursts, it

should scramble any machines it is

pointed at, and in a good range,

that is assuming that it works, or

that it doesn’t explode, also, it

takes a certain amount of time to

recharge, there is an indicator on

the side telling you when it is

charged, you just need to press

this button to activate it.

Joseph hands the device to the Huntress, she takes it, looks

at it for a moment, then activates it, a buzzing sound is

heard.

JOSEPH

This thing can take out any

machines, without exceptions, so be

really careful with it.

HUNTRESS

Got it, thanks for everything

Joseph.

The Huntress is heading for the door, but she stops when

Joseph says...

JOSEPH

You know, things could have been

really different if you hadn’t run

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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JOSEPH (cont’d)
away, if you had stayed with the

old man!

The Huntress remains still for a little while, she doesn’t

say a word, then she gets out, leaving Joseph with a long

face.

EXT. DESERT - DAY

The monocycle arrive at the end of the road, then we have a

panoramic view of Death Valley in all of her arid

magnificence, the hottest, driest place on Earth.

The Huntress stops for a moment, removes her goggles, her

mask, observe the vast barren expense, takes a sip of water,

put her goggle and mask on and then rushes on the desert

trail.

The monocycle ride on the road, after a while a vehicle is

drawn off, an old steam truck all dilapidated.

EXT. DEATH VALLEY - DAY

The vehicle holds a family of four, The Huntress ask the

mother, who is pregnant, direction to Tecopa, while her

husband and two children ogle the monocycle, they look very

poor.

EXT. DEATH VALLEY, BRIDGE - DAY

The monocycle arrive at a bridge that over a gorge, the

bridge is partially collapsed, the Huntress looks on one

side and the other, decides to turn left.

After a moment, the monocycle comes to a spot on the gorge

where the wall of the groove is less abrupt, she decides to

go this way and drives down into the gorge.

She rides for a moment at the bottom of the gorge, after a

little while she ends up at a scree of stones, she sighs in

her mask, lowering and shaking her head from side to side.

She puts her foot down in order to turn, but a metallic

noise attracts her attention, she hits the stand release of

the monocycle, get off of it, then heads to the source of

the noise.

(CONTINUED)
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In the pile of rubble we see what at first appears to be a

big tarantula, but it turns out it is actually a robot, the

robot is bent on trying to enlarge an opening in the pile of

stone, but it does not have time to finish, the Huntress

shoots it, the robot immediately stops moving.

The Huntress takes the robot in her hand and take a good

look at it, it has a huge sting where its head would

normally be, she finally trows it aside.

She leans and looks carefully into the hole that the robot

was trying to expand, she removes her mask and glasses and

takes a young lynx Desert out of the hole.

The little critter ferociously attacks the glove of

Huntress, who then goes to the monocycle to take a bottle

and give it water, the kitten drinks eagerly.

Suddenly the metallic noise is heard again, but much

stronger and faster, almost a continuous clatter, the

Huntress looks up and sees a multitude of mechanical

tarantulas descending into the gorge, cutting her way back.

Quickly, she puts the kitten in one of the monocycle

satchels and, without taking the time to put her glasses or

mask on, she throttle her engine and starts bearing down on

the multitude of robots while shooting those who are too

close to the monocycle.

One of the robots jumps on the engine block of the

monocycle, it takes a threatening stand which highlights its

sting, he is about to jump when the Huntress shoots it at

close range, she accelerate the monocycle, making distance

between her and the multitude of robots.

At the wheel of the monocycle, the Huntress takes a deep

breath and shows a large grin, but she soon loses it because

another swarm of mechanical tarantulas is coming down into

the gorge right in front of the monocycle.

The Huntress stops the monocycle, she is half down from her

seat when she looks in front and behind her, there are

tarantulas everywhere.

Wasting no time, she takes the pulsar out of the satchel and

points it at the robots blocking her way out of the gorge.

HUNTRESS

(to herself)

Joseph, if this works, I promise

you a gallon of maple syrup for

your birthday!

(CONTINUED)
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She pulls the trigger and immediately a wave of energy

sweeps the robots and they immediately stop working. Without

wasting a second she turns to face those behind, again press

the trigger, but nothing happens, the device is discharged.

HUNTRESS

Only one shot, I can live with

that!

She quickly puts the pulsar back in the satchel and starts

driving, she accelerates and finds her way around the

motionless robots.

EXT. OUTSIDE THE TOWN OF TECOPA - DAY

The monocycle is traveling at high speed, it passes by a

sign indicating the town of Tecopa, 57 inhabitants.

EXT. TOWN OF TECOPA - DAY

The unicycle enters into the town, there is not a soul in

sight, the Huntress stops in the central square, lower the

monocycle stand, gets off of it and walks around.

HUNTRESS

(shouting)

There is someone, anyone?

At the same time we hear an explosion, the Huntress turns

around and sees the debris from the explosion on the side of

the mountain overlooking the town.

Immediately she began to hide her monocycle in a barn

overlooking the square, she gets inside and closes the door

behind her.

INT. TECOPA, BARN - DAY

Once inside she gets a spyglass from one of the unicycle’s

satchel and moves to the window to observe what is happening

on the side of the mountain.

On the side of the mountain, humans guarded by giant

mechanical tarantulas, are getting out of a tunnel pushing

carts on rails containing rock debris.

The Huntress is startled when she hears a voice behind her,

she draws he gun at an incredible speed and points at the

general direction of the voice.

(CONTINUED)
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CAPTAIN PRICE

(hidden by darkness)

Whoa, calm down, I’m not armed!

An officer of the cavalry gets out of the shadows.

CAPTAIN PRICE

Let me introduce myself, I am

Captain Price, from the Cavalry

Corps of the US Army, who the hell

are you?

HUNTRESS

(showing that she’s the one

holding a gun)

What are you doing here?

CAPTAIN PRICE

I am, or rather I was the officer

of the detachment who’s mission was

to shed light on the disappearance

of the inhabitants of this town.

HUNTRESS

Where are your men?

CAPTAIN PRICE

All dead, poisoned and taken away

by huge mechanical spider, I am the

only survivor.

HUNTRESS

I am sorry for the loss of your

men.

CAPTAIN PRICE

Not as much as I am.

HUNTRESS

Have you got milk?

CAPTAIN PRICE

(with a daze)

I beg your pardon?

HUNTRESS

You know, milk, the kind that comes

out of a cow?

CAPTAIN PRICE

I believe I saw a cow not far from

here, but why on earth would you

like some milk?

(CONTINUED)
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The Huntress get a small canteen from one of the satchels

and hands it to the soldier.

HUNTRESS

Gimme your pistol, then go get me

some milk... if you please!

Then the Huntress shows again that she’s on the right side

of the pistol, so, seeing nothing better to do, the soldier

takes off his belt and when is about to hang it on the

steering of the monocycle, the Huntress says...

HUNTRESS

Not there, you will scorch the

chrome, put in on the hay instead.

The soldier complies as the Huntress points the hay with her

pistol, the soldier gets out of the barn, swearing.

The Huntress puts her pistol back in its holster and

immediately goes back to observing the side of the mountain

with her spyglass.

We see a young man, mid-twenties at most, he seems to be in

charge, ordering the mechanical spiders around through a

device attached to his chest, he gives orders to the humans,

who are obviously captives, the Huntress attention is on the

the young man when captain Price suddenly comes back inside

the barn.

CAPTAIN PRICE

This is all I could get, I am a

soldier, not a farmer for Pete’s

sake, and I give up, what in the

devil’s name are you planning to do

with milk, take no offense, but you

don’t strike me as the type who

drinks it!

HUNTRESS

Thanks.

With that she places the canteen on the floor, opens the

satchel and pulls the kitten from it, she puts it on the

ground and it immediately pounces at the milk and drinks it

greedily.

CAPTAIN PRICE

(playing offended)

What, all this drama for a kitten?

You should have told me, I love

cats!

(CONTINUED)
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The soldier bends down to pat the cat, but gets scratched

off, the soldier gets back up, cursing and putting his

finger to his mouth.

CAPTAIN PRICE

Nasty critter.

The Huntress smiles.

HUNTRESS

(tracing a drawing on the

ground)

Here is what we will do, there is a

passage on that side leading to the

lair of the scientist, it should

not be too difficult to find our

way without attracting too much

attention and take over the place.

CAPTAIN PRICE

It wont work, the robots are very

fast and they are able to send a

signal that attracts everything

that moves from 500 meters around,

and it is preposterous to think

that only the two of us could take

on such a stronghold, it’s suicide,

how do you think I’ve lost my men!

HUNTRESS

Normally it might be a suicide, but

I have an ace up my sleeve.

She takes the pulsar out of the satchel and shows it to the

soldier who takes it into his hands.

HUNTRESS

I met with our crawly friends not

far from here, and this thing took

them out in less then a second.

The soldier weighs the pulsar in his hands, then looks at

the floor plan.

CAPTAIN PRICE

Are you sure this thing works?

HUNTRESS

Without it I would not be here!

CAPTAIN PRICE

(appearing to be thinking)

It is clear that having such a

weapon changes the game, besides,

(MORE)
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CAPTAIN PRICE (cont’d)
I’ve had had enough of me waiting

here doing nothing except hiding

from patrols.

On that he motions the Huntress to look at the kitten.

CAPTAIN PRICE

It seems your protege appreciated

his lunch.

The Huntress turns around and sees the kitten sleeping

besides the bowl, she leans slowly and takes it in her hands

without waking him.

HUNTRESS

You’ll never guess how we met.

No response!

HUNTRESS

Captain?

She turns her head and sees that the captain is gone and

that the back door is ajar, she stifles a curse, gently put

the kitten, now awake, in a satchel, order him to stay

there, then goes after the captain.

EXT. TOWN OF TECOPA - DAY

Huntress gets out of the barn, she looks around, she sees

the soldier turning around the corner of another building,

she goes after him.

When she arrives at the corner of the building, she cant see

him, she stifles a curse, then she sees him sneaking between

two houses, she follows him.

As soon as she’s between the two houses she sees him

standing near a big rock, she hurries to get to him.

EXT. NEAR THE LAIR - DAY

HUNTRESS

Have you lost your mind, why have

you run off like this?

CAPTAIN PRICE

Times are wasted, it is time for

action, enough blabbering.

(CONTINUED)
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While the Huntress is about to speak again, the captain

takes a quick look at the two giant spiders guarding the

passage leading to the lair, then he unexpectedly shows

himself.

CAPTAIN PRICE

Good day ladies, remember me?

The attention of the robot immediately turns to the captain,

who pulls the trigger of the pulsar, but nothing happens, he

tries again and again, at the same time the robots emit a

shrill sound.

The Huntress has a discouraged air that could be cut with a

knife.

HUNTRESS

(with a profound disdain)

It still needs time to recharge.

She shows him that the warning light is still off.

CAPTAIN PRICE

(with a penitent grin)

Oh!

They start to to retreat, but more spiders block the way

back, the captain slowly puts the pulsar on the ground and

then pulls out his pistol, the Huntress does the same, they

are now back to back.

Spiders wait a moment, then all together they attack, the

Huntress and the soldier shoot at anything that moves, but

they are quickly overwhelmed.

Each is glued to the ground by large spiders that try to

sting them with their darts

MICHAEL

(off screen)

Stop, stop it!

The young man (Michael) that the Huntress had seen earlier

in her spyglass arrives, he approaches them, he speaks in

that device that is strapped to his chest and that controls

the robots.

MICHAEL

Release them!

The robots immediately held up the Huntress and the soldier,

the Huntress addresses Michael.

(CONTINUED)
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HUNTRESS

I am happy to see you Michael

MICHAEL

Funny but I thought you had

completely forgotten about us, I

suppose you are here for the

reward?

CAPTAIN PRICE

(bewildered)

Sorry, but you peoples know each

other?

HUNTRESS

(completely ignoring the soldier)

Of course not, I’m here because I

am preoccupied, not for the reward,

what is going on Michael?

MICHAEL

You have no reason to worry,

everything we do here are

experiences, nothing more, you and

your friend can go back where you

came from and let us work.

CAPTAIN PRICE

Experiments my foot, you have

killed the peoples of this town,

and my men, you are a murderer

wanted by the government of this

country, and I can assure you that

others will come and that you will

be hanged.

Michael ignores the soldier and continue speaking to the

Huntress.

MICHAEL

What we do here is important, it

will save thousands of people from

a terrible disease, and who knows,

maybe even help you get a normal

life, join us, help us create a

better world.

CAPTAIN PRICE

(going out of his mind)

A better world, don’t make me

laugh, you don’t create a better

world by sacrificing lives as you

do, nobody wants your world.

(CONTINUED)
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HUNTRESS

He’s right, I can not let you

continue hurting peoples for a

possible cure, even if it means I

have to keep living as I do.

MICHAEL

You were always the pessimist, and

I the optimist, it looks like our

roles are reversed, its a shame,

really, but I can not take any

risks, especially today.

MICHAEL

(to the robots)

Put them with the others, watch

them closely, if they try to

escape, kill them!

Then he leaves.

The robots are approaching the Huntress and the soldier, the

soldier picks up a stone and throws it at the spiders, then

another, and another, one of the spiders eventually catches

him and throw him to the ground.

On her side of things, the Huntress shoots one of the

spiders with her pistols until it is empty, then she starts

trowing rocks as well.

Then we hear a buzzing sound, the Huntress and the soldier

looks at each other, on the ground, the warning light on the

pulsar flashes, it is recharged.

The Huntress jumps in the air, catches the pulsar while

rolling and getting up in one swift motion, she shoots in

the direction of the spiders, they both fall on the ground

with a loud noise, motionless.

The Huntress walks toward the spider that attacked her,

pushes it with her foot, it stays motionless, then she walks

toward the soldier, who’s stuck under the spider that pinned

him to the ground, she sits on the spider, adding to the

weight on the soldier who wince.

HUNTRESS

Now now, does it hurt captain, you

want me to free you, is that it?

If you want me to get you out of

there, you better start explaining

why you stole my pulsar and ran

like the thief you are, or I swear

(MORE)
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HUNTRESS (cont’d)
on all the gods and demons that I

will let you rot in this spot until

you die!

CAPTAIN PRICE

(uneasy)

It was my job to take these

criminals out, an officer of these

Unites States army, not that of a

low life bounty hunter like you!

The Huntress get up with a sadistic grin on her face, she

takes a swing and hit the soldier in the ribs with her foot,

he stifles a scream

HUNTRESS

If you ever try anything like that

again, I promise you that these

spiders will be the least of your

worries, understood?

The soldier responds with a nervous nod, then the Huntress

puts her hand on the carcass of the robot, and raises it up,

allowing the soldier to get out.

CAPTAIN PRICE

(bewildered)

How did you?

The Huntress ignores his question and starts walking toward

the lair, the soldier follows here, then comes back to pick

up the pulsar which he puts protectively on his chest.

INT. LAIR OF THE MAD SCIENTIST - DAY

The Huntress and the soldier enter the lair, at first they

walk along a corridor and then they get into a much larger

room.

The room is filled with machines of all kinds, the Huntress

looks at pictures aligned on a wall, she stops as she sees

one or herself, but much younger, maybe 14, or 15 yeas old,

she poses with a tall man with distinguished appearance, she

holds him by the hand.

On his side, the soldier approached a large metal cylinder

in the center of the room, inside the cylinder we can see

the silhouette of a man behind a glass plate.
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CAPTAIN PRICE

Anyone you know?

The Huntress joins him, she gets in front of the

cylinder,scrub some of the dust covering it with her hand,

then she moves back, visibly moved.

CAPTAIN PRICE

I believe this is our mad

scientist, I wonder if he’s still

alive in there?

The Huntress gets a hold of herself, she consults the panel

on the side of the cylinder.

HUNTRESS

I think he is.

DOCTOR FLANAGAN

(off screen)

This man is alive, but barely, the

cylinder simply slows down his

vital functions so as to slow the

progression of his disease.

An older man gets out of the shadows and walks towards them.

DOCTOR FLANAGAN

Let me introduce myself, I am

Shamus Flanagan, I am the doctor of

this town, at least I was, a year

ago my services were requested to

ensure the health of this

gentleman.

HUNTRESS

(her hand still on the glass

shield)

How much time does he have left

doctor?

DOCTOR FLANAGAN

Hard to say, weeks, maybe days, the

tragic part is that this cylinder

could actually save his life, if it

had enough energy that is!

HUNTRESS

Isn’t there enough of it here, I

mean, all that geothermal energy

has to count for something, no?
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DOCTOR FLANAGAN

Not even close, it would take much

more, he had developed a generator

that combined the geothermal energy

of this place and a chemical

process, but there was a strong

risk that the fall-outs would kill

half the population of the West

Coast , so he decided to abandon

the idea.

The soldier walks towards them.

CAPTAIN PRICE

Tell me doctor, would this

generator take allot of room?

DOCTOR FLANAGAN

Oh my yes, he would have required a

closed vault, either a gigantic

machine, or a hole in a

mountainside, why?

The soldier and the Huntress look at each other.

HUNTRESS

Michael is building the generator

inside the mountain, and he puts on

today, that’s what he meant

earlier, captain, take the doctor

with you, and liberate the

prisoners, I will take care of

Michael.

The Huntress leaves the room.

INT. GENERATOR COMMAND ROOM - DAY

Michael is busy checking the levels of chemicals in large

reservoirs, he activates the valves that regulate their

levels.

Then he checks the various dials and valves of the different

control panel, to finally arrive at the main control panel

where there is a big lever labeled DANGER.

He grabs the handle with both hands.

MICHAEL

Cant go back now, let’s hope that

all goes well.
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HUNTRESS

(off screen)

Michael, stop!

MICHAEL

I can’t, its my only hope to save

him, its the least we can do after

all he’s done for us!

HUNTRESS

Michael, he would not want this,

not at the cost of millions of

lives, this is why he didn’t build

this generator, please, stop this

before it is too late!

MICHAEL

He is dying, don’t you understand,

if I do nothing it is as if I

killed him myself, then he would be

gone, forever, and I would be

alone, I have to do it!

HUNTRESS

You are not alone Michael, I am

here for you, there is also Joseph.

MICHAEL

You, don’t make me laugh, where

we’re you when he needed you, when

WE needed you?

You abandoned us when we needed you

the most, we are nothing for you,

nothing!

HUNTRESS

I know I was away, and I regret it

Michael, but I am here for you now,

for both of you, we will find

another solution, the cylinder

gives us time, don’t do that, don’t

risk the lives of millions of

innocent peoples.

MICHAEL

The cylinder does not have enough

energy, he only has a few days

left, at most, I’m sorry, but I

have to do it, I need to save him.

Michael motion to lower the switch, but a gunshot is heard,

Michael is hit, he sways, but he still holds the switch and

toggles it while slowly falling to the ground.
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HUNTRESS

(with despair on her face)

No!

She rushes at his side, takes him in her arms, while the

soldier stands behind her at the top of a staircase, then he

joins them.

CAPTAIN PRICE

I am so sorry, but I really had no

choice!

The Huntress looks at him, then turns back to Michael who is

still alive, he looks at her.

HUNTRESS

(with tears falling from only

one eye)

Michael, how can I stop this

machine?

MICHAEL

The only way to stop it is by

cutting the flow of energy that

goes to the chemical tanks, but you

will not be able to reach it.

He points at the main panel, there we can see a switch, but

it is now behind an energy field.

The Huntress gets up and touches the energy field with her

left glove, bit it is immediately repelled by the force

field.

She looks at her hand, she clenches it in a fist, she then

places her fingers against the energy field, then she

stubbornly pushes them, further and further, we can see the

pain in her face as the glove gets disintegrated the further

her fingers, then her hand gets into the field.

Her skin is ripped to shreds as her arms gets further and

further into the energy field, eventually we see that her

hand is actually a robot hand, same for her arm.

After a while, all of her arm is inside of the energy field,

but she still cant reach the switch, which is only a few

inches away, so she keeps going until her face starts to

touch the energy field, and the skin of her face starts to

melt as well but only to reveal that her face, at least part

of it, is also a cybernetic implant.
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After several minutes of painful struggle, she finally

reaches the switch and toggle it, closing the machine and

the energy field in the process, she then falls on the

floor, extenuated, resting on the side of the panel.

MICHAEL

The old man hoped that you’d have a

normal and productive life, all he

wanted is for you to be happy, that

you understand that your infirmity

was a gift, a gift that would allow

you to help others, it’s the last

thing he said before entering the

machine.

The Huntress crawls to his side.

HUNTRESS

I will think about it, I promise.

Then she looks at him, his eyes are empty, he is gone, the

Huntress stifles a tear.

HUNTRESS

I promise you, little brother!

Then she embraces him in her arms.

A thud is heard, then the room begins to shake, the soldier

approaches the control panel where the dials are getting

erratic.

CAPTAIN PRICE

Something is happening, the dials

are going crazy, there is allot of

pressure building.

The Huntress gets up with difficulty, they goes to the

panel.

HUNTRESS

By interrupting the process I must

have blocked part of the system and

now the pressure is building up and

now the pressure has nowhere to go,

I think all of this will soon

blowup, and judging by the size of

these cylinders, it will be a

massive explosion.

CAPTAIN PRICE

If that is the case we must leave

at once.
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The soldier climbs the stairs and turns to give a hand to

the Huntress, but she’s still standing near Michael, looking

at him.

CAPTAIN PRICE

(with his hand still pointing

in the direction of the

Huntress)

There is nothing you can do for

him, he’s gone, but there is still

time for you!

But the Huntress leans toward Michael, trying to pick him up

on her shoulder with her undamaged side, but she’s too weak.

The soldier stifles a swear and joins her, he picks up

Michael body on his shoulder, gives support to the Huntress

and led them to toward the exit.

INT. LAIR OF THE MAD SCIENTIST - DAY

They go through the main room.

EXT. LAIR OF THE MAD SCIENTIST - DAY

The soldier, Michael and the Huntress exit the lair in

haste, a second before everything explodes, trowing them to

the ground.

EXT. TOWN OF TECOPA - DAY

Soldiers load two wooden coffins in a carriage, the

Huntress, who’s wearing a leather mask on the bare part of

her face, put her hand on one of them, the captain is at her

side.

HUNTRESS

Thank you for transporting them to

Carson City, I do not think people

here would like the idea of them

being buried in their cemetery,

besides, they deserve to be buried

with our mother, I also wanted to

thank you for getting us out of

there!

CAPTAIN PRICE

Normal, you have done the same for

me, right?
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HUNTRESS

(with a smile)

If it makes you feel good to think

so!

CAPTAIN PRICE

I am so sorry for your brother, I

really had no choice, you know

that, don’t you?

HUNTRESS

I know, I am not too mad at you.

CAPTAIN PRICE

I think you are a good person and

that you put too much importance on

appearances, and speaking of

appearances, what will you do about

that little skin problem of yours?

HUNTRESS

I have a friend who can take care

of that.

CAPTAIN PRICE

It is good to have friends, I

almost envy you, and your brother

was right, you deserve happiness,

at least as much as any of us do,

you could bring allot to peoples

around you, I hope to think that

you will think about settling down!

HUNTRESS

I made a promise to Michael, so

then yes, I will think about it.

CAPTAIN PRICE

Glad to hear it, so good luck to

you, I hope to see you again.

The Huntress mount her monocycle and leave the town under

the scrutiny of the newly liberated inhabitants.

INT. SHERIFF OFFICE - DAY

We see the hand of the Huntress putting down the sheriff job

offer on the clerk’s desk, then she puts on her brand new

sheriff sign.
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END


